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PLUTARCH is very happily chosen for such a
study as this, a reverent sceptic whose
point of view is so near and yet so far from
our own. In character he seems to have
been singularly lovable, and his ideals were
high; but we see every day how little these
things have to do with the intellectual
value of a religious creed professed to be held.
Yet in Plutarch's case, there was the ten-
dency, innate in the Greek, of intellectual
enquiry, which caused him to base his
religious beliefs on reason not emotion.
And how could an intelligent man, deeply
read and finely cultivated, who had ranged
over all the great schools of philosophy and
was still within the influence of the ancient
tradition, really believe in the mythology
of his fathers, part fairy-tale and part
opposed to the best human morality ? In
the Octavius of Minucius Felix we see how
the average unthinking man dealt with
difficulties : accepting what he was taught
uncritically, be concentrated his attention
on the supposed crimes and follies of those
who attacked his theology. But that was
not Plutarch's view. He had a theological
creed, and he managed to find material for
it in the old religion, but he did not accept
anything which would have done violence
to his reason. And he draws his materials
not from mythology and tradition alone,
but from philosophy, and from custom. He
is eclectic, and does not bind himself by the
tenets of any school. Such an eclecticism
is sure to lead to some sort of contradiction,
and there are many contradictions in
Plutarch. But he has before him the aim
honestly to reconcile all apparent inconsist-
encies, in order that right conduct may
have a basis in reason. He is really
religious in the first place, and philosophic
in the second; a "moralist by temper, one-
who might have been a preacher and an
effective one if such a thing had been known
amongst the Greeks. Hence the title
Moralia, given to the bulk of his works, is-
not so misleading as it appears. Although
these deal with so vast a variety of subjects,,
yet it would seem that Plutarch has left
upon his readers the impression of one who-
is first and foremost interested in matters of
conduct.
Such is the subject of Dr. Oakesmith's
book, and it is a good one. Dr. Oakesmith
has studied and digested his author. He is
fair in his representation of the author's
views, moderate and authoritative in stating
his own. One point of importance he brings
out, and that is that Plutarch's age was an
age of religious revival rather than of deca-
dence. We are too apt to concentrate our
attention on Rome, and on Rome's abuses ;
for no one has arisen to sing of her virtues
as Juvenal sang of her vice. Yet much of
what Juvenal says of Rome might now be
said of London; and the provincial life
under the Roman peace must have been a
very different thing. A modern preacher
or student of religions might learn much
from this book, in his consideration of the
relation of reason to faith, the nature of
inspiration, and the place of ritual in
religion.
The essay has been carefully revised,
after being circulated privately for criti-
cism ; and we are glad to learn that a larger
work is in preparation. When that comes
out, perhaps the author will correct his
statements about Hesiod on p. 13 with note3.
In the passages referred to (Op. 280-326)
Hesiod is not speaking of Virtue and
Vice, but of Industry and Idleness. It is
to be hoped that this book may cause many
to read Plutarch's Moralia, which still con-
tinue to be, as Paley wrote of them many
years ago, 'almost unknown to most persons
in Britain.'
W. H. D. R.
